of its unit radii, termed ' coordinate axes.' From any point P in the plane AOB draw PM parallel to BO, so as to cut OA, produced either way if necessary, in M. Then there will exist some ' scalars' ( ' real' or ' possible quantities') u, v su Mp _ 0 . OB, all lines being considered in respect both to magnitude and direction. Hence OP, which is the ' appense' or ' geometrical sum ' of OM and MP, or = O M -f MP, will = « . O A + o . OB. By varying the values of the * coordinate scalars ' P may he made to assume any position whatever on the plane of AOB. The angle AOB may be taken at pleasure, but greater symmetry is secured by choosing OI and OJ as coordinate axes, where IOJ is a right angle described in the right-handed direction. I f any number of lines OP, OQ, OR, &c., be thus represented, the lengths of the lines PQ, QR, &c., and the sines and cosines of the angles IOP, POQ, QOR, &c., can be immediately furnished in terms of the unit of length and the coordinate scalars.
If Q P = a?. 
V ( l + ®2)
From this result the usual theory of anharmonic ratios is immediately deducible without any fresh * convention * respecting the signs ( -f ) and ( -) .
As every locus has two equations, each equation requires separate consideration. The investigations concerning the abstract equation remain nearly the same as in the usual theory. When the abstract equation is given indirectly by the elimination of two constants between three equations, the result corresponds to the locus of the intersection of two curves varying according to a known law, ' coordinates proper,' leading in its simplest forms, first, to Descartes' original conception of curves generated by the intersection of straight lines moving according to a given law parallel to two given straight lines, and secondly, to Plucker's ' point coordinates.' The true relation of Plucker's ' line coordinates' to the ordinary system is immediately apparent on comparing the two sets of equations :
(1 The discovery of equations to loci described according to some geometrical law, furnishes a convenient illustration of this clinant theory. From any point O, draw radii vectores OU, OR to any curves, and make R P = A . OU, where h is scalar. Put
O P = ( i > + i.? ) .O I , O R = ( r + i .* ) .O I , O U = ( a + i . ®).O I.
Then the condition O P = O R + R P gives p -r+ h u , q -s-^-hv, which correspond to the two reduced curve equations. We now require three more equations in order to eliminate four of the six scalars Pt < ?> r* s* u> v> ar|d find a relation between the two remaining scalars, sufficient with one of the above concrete equations to determine the locus of one of the points P, R, U. Two of these three equations will amount to assigning the locus of two of these points, and the third equation will amount to assigning some relation between the angular motions of OU and OR, without which the loci can clearly It will be evident that these investigations merely open out a new field for algebraical geometry, of which it is impossible to foresee the extent.
